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Altered mechanical properties of the heart cause disease… why? 



Why do we want to know?
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Your kids are 
going to be OK
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In which ways being a researcher
brings moral dilemmas?



Is my activity morally
acceptable?

Are my products morally
acceptable?

Scientific activity is usually considered to show
high ethical standards, but…

Are the tools that I use morally
acceptable?



Why should we care at all?



Science is supported by society



Science provides products but does not define their use

Is my activity morally
acceptable?

Are my results morally
acceptable?

Are the tools that I use morally
acceptable?



The development of nuclear physics

Ernest Rutherford
Pioneer of nuclear physics

Rutherford’s
Atomic Model

(1910’s)

Nuclear Weapons
(1940’s)



Manhattan Project for the development of nuclear weapons

General 
Leslie Groves

J. Robert
Oppenheimer 

Oppenheimer, after the first successful atomic test:
“I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds” (Bhagavad-Guita)



“During peace time a scientist belongs to the world, but 
during war time he belongs to his country”

Fritz Haber (1868-1934)

• Production of fertilizers
• It has enabled to feed the whole world population
• Nobel Prize in Chemistry (1918)

Synthesis of ammonia

Development of chemical weapons (1915)



Scientists borrow tools from nature

Is my activity morally
acceptable?

Are my products morally
acceptable?

Are the tools that I use morally
acceptable?



HeLa cells

Henrietta Lacks

• HeLa cells were obtained from Henrietta
Lack’s cervical tumor in 1951. Cells were
obtained and distributed without
consent. Neither Henrietta or her family
knew that her cells would be used for
scientific research

• It was the first immortal cell line, which
made them an ideal research tool

• They were used to develop the first polio 
vaccine

• 11.000 patents are based on HeLa cells

• The use of HeLa cells is still common in 
many laboratories around the world



Contemporary human subject research

The Declaration of Helsinki (1964, latest amend in 2013) sets the basic rules that most
countries follow. Some of its key points:

• While the primary purpose of medical research is to generate new knowledge, this 
goal can never take precedence over the rights and interests of individual research 
subjects.

• The design and performance of each research study involving human subjects must 
be clearly described and justified in a research protocol. The research protocol must 
be submitted [...] to the concerned research ethics committee before the study 
begins

• Every precaution must be taken to protect the privacy of research subjects.
• Participation by individuals capable of giving informed consent as subjects in 

medical research must be voluntary.



Research with animals

Only in the EU, 11 million animals are used in research every year



Scientific activity provides general rules of how things work

Is my activity morally
acceptable?

Are my products morally
acceptable?

Are the tools that I use morally
acceptable?



A reason for concern

More than 70% of papers in the cancer field published in
the most prestigious journals cannot be reproduced…

La investigación es fundamental para lograr mejores resultados en la lucha contra el 
cáncer. Por ello, la investigación contra el cáncer es uno de los pilares de actuación 
de la aecc, que promueve y financia proyectos de investigación biomédica y social. 

Begley and Ellis (2012) Nature 483, 531



Nature 533, 452 (2016)



First indications that society may stop trusting science?

“There are errors in a lot more of the scientific papers 

being published, written about and acted on than 

anyone would normally suppose, or like to think.”



Sources of irreproducibility
1. Stuff is difficult

Researching the unknowns is difficult and brings multiple challenges: it is virtually

impossible to control all variables that contribute to the result of an experiment

2. Sloppy research and malpractice
An example: when publishing a paper is more important than the scientific
discovery. “I know that our experimental design is problematic but I will describe it
in such a way that the reviewer won’t be able to catch it”
In many instances, a problem derived from lack of training

3. Fraud
Unethical actions that take advantage of the fragility of the system for the own
benefit
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Solutions: 

1. If the stuff is difficult, improve methods section, and make raw
data available
2. To avoid sloppy science: we must identify sloppy practices



How to fight sloppy research

• Scientific community has to realize that sloppy research is probably its main enemy

• Critical thinking. Scientists must be their most critical reviewer and have to be as 
critical with themselves as with other fellows

• Science is about discussing data and ideas. Scientist have to ask questions and raise
concerns if necessary in seminars, conferences, etc.

• Improvements of the peer review system: publication of reviewing reports, post-
publication review (PubPeer)

• Don’t get carried away by competition. “Losing” is way better than producing sloppy
science. 

• Tell your trainees about sloppy research and how to avoid it



Some factors that can worsen the impact of 
irreproducibility on the society

• The problem of irreproducibility is worsened because the career of the
professional scientist is unknown for the society

• Current science system generates expectations that are not realistic



1700’s
- Aristocrats
- Self-funded

Lavoisier

Evolution of professional scientists

2000’s
- Professionals
- Public funds



Goals of the professional scientist

• Make discoveries
• Publish papers

Project
design

(6 months)

Carry out experiments
(1 – 5 years)

Write up
manuscript
(6 months)

Peer review
(6 months) PUBLICATION

A lot of projects
just don’t work



The career of a scientist

• Master

• PhD (4-5 years)

• Postdoc (4-8 years)

• Junior group leader (5-10 years)

• Senior group leader (until death, 
or retirement, do us part…)

Grades

Publications

Publications

Publications



Conflict of interest

The existence of a conflict of interest is not negative per 
se. The problem is when the conflict is not declared or

when it interferes with scientific judgement



Conflict of interest

A not-so-obvious example: a physicist
studying how grasshopers jump

Should there be a statement of conflict of interest in every
single paper? Or should we just be open about it?



Peer review system
1. Authors submit manuscript to a scientific journal

2. Editor evaluates whether the topic is suited for the journal

3. Editor send the manuscript to 2-5 expert reviewers for evaluation of the
article. Reviewers are scientists who do not receive any reward or
compensation for reviewing manuscripts

4. Reviewers write a evaluation report that is sent to the editor

5. According to the reviewer’s comments and her own judgemente, the editor 
makes the decision to accept, reject or suggest resubmission with
minor/major changes (going back to point 3)



• The text was randomly generated by a computer

• Article was accepted in two journals

The system of peer review is fragile and presupposes
honesty



The extent of fraud can be minimized but not avoided

Some examples of fraud:

• Piltdown man (1912): a human skull + an orangutan jawbone

• Hwang Woo-Suk (2004-2005): embryonic stem cells from adult 
tissues. Data were not true.

• Jan Hendrik Schön (2002): many results about organic 
semiconductors were fake.



Potential consequences of scientific fraud

Nature
July 2015

DO NOT EVER, EVER CHEAT!!!



How do I convince society I’m worth of being funded?

1953
Watson and Crick conclude their seminal work about the structure of DNA in Nature by
saying:

“It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately
suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material”

Scientific conclusion

2015
Conclusion of a random paper published also in Nature in 2015.

“In summary, the structure of the F-actin-tropomyosin complex shows how F-
actin filaments are stabilized in health and destabilized in certain diseases”

Conclusion has social impact

Where is the
balance?



European Union. H2020 program.
H2020 promises more breakthroughs, discoveries and world-firsts by 
taking great ideas from the lab to the market. 

A research system based on public funding

United States. National Science Foundation (NSF)

We are tasked with keeping the United States at the leading 
edge of discovery in areas from astronomy to geology to zoology

United States. National Institutes of Health (NIH)

NIH is the nation’s medical research agency—making 
important discoveries that improve health and save lives.



Funding bodies are increasingly expecting immediate and useful results



… so what do we do now?
• Science is vocational and as such it self-regulates. Web sites: Retraction watch, PubPeer

• Reach out to society to explain the career of a professional scientist to avoid deceit. 

• Lower expectations regarding future impact. The usefulness of science is shown by past
successes but not by future developments. 

• Science police?

• A balance between critical evaluation of results and presumption of innocence

• We have to talk about all these issues and punish severealy those who cheat. However, 
how much effort de we need to invest to find out whether there has been fraud or not?



Take-home messages

Scientific activity generate plenty of moral dilemmas since:
• It provides general rules of how things work
• It provides products but does not define their final use 
• it borrows tools from nature

To keep the good image of scientific activity:
• Raise awareness among the scientists that Science has a 

moral dimension that we need to take care of
• Critical thinking, discussion, training, etc. 
• Outreach to society



Yes, the scientific endeavor faces some problems but...

Your

project

may

end up 

here



Further reading

• Irreproducibility in Science. Editorial article in biofisica.info:

http://biofisica.info/articles-4-2/irreproducibility-in-research-what-can-we-do-about-it/

• “Fooling ourselves”, Nature 526, 182 (2015)... An interesting article on tricks used 

by our brain for self-deception.

• Lawrence P.A. “The Last 50 Years: Mismeasurement and Mismanagement Are 

Impeding Scientific Research”. Current Topics in Developmental Biology 116, 

617 (2016)

http://biofisica.info/
http://biofisica.info/articles-4-2/irreproducibility-in-research-what-can-we-do-about-it/


Many thanks for your comments and suggestions!

jalegre@cnic.es
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Genetics and eugenics

Embryo selection
to avoid genetic disease

Kids with three progenitors
(legal in the UK from 2015)



CRISPR/Cas9 and gene editing in embryos



Development of expensive medical treatments

• Zaltrap is a drug for patients with metastatic colon cancer
• The cost of the treatment is more than $10,000 per month
• On average, the drug incresases survival by 1.5 months



Nazi experiments with human subjects

Dilemma: what to we do with data obtained in experiments
that are ethically unacceptable?



Are we demanding too much of our scientists? Researcher rehab

Nature 534, 173 (2016)


